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WENTWORTH MILITARY ACADEMY

Once again, from the top .
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H I sdve thai, ami with a little Elnie'r s

Tiieie IS no Room C-70!

"The most fun-packed day of the
year," was a sadist's opinion of Opening Day. Waiting in line to sneeze, filling out forms if your dog had died
within the past 10 years, losing a life's
growth of hair, unpacking, repacking,
and general mass confusion.
Mothers shed as many tears and
fathers have as many dreams as on
their wedding day.
Meanwhile the New Boy is still trying to recover from the shock.
I think it'll be a few years before I make general, Dad.
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On my honor as a cadet officer.

Dad, I don't think I can handle Calc IV.

The eight ball is symbolic of the
New Boy's original position. One long
year is spent asking the $64,000
question, "How do I get out from
behind it?"
Miserable details, long hours of
seemingly fruitless practice, trying to
listen to 10 people telling you to do 10
different things at the same time and
reaching a point of frustration that
makes you want to go berserk.
Trying to comprehend strange habits like using special doors, walking
walls, folding your arms at the supper
table and coming to attention in certain cadets' rooms.
The only feasible reason that a person would stay with it other than selfsatisfaction would be to put next
year's New Boys in the same spot.
Do you see the New Boy crouching behind?

Paul Coles wonders if he should crawl over or go
around.

The deans and the commandant can give helpful advice. All you need to do
is ask; and they sometimes give it anyway.
Shivering at noon formation is part of cadet life; so is military class.

Quiet! Scholars at work?

"Rest" means you can unfold your arms.
Lt. Van Horn guides his platoon toward the parade field.
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Why did you just finesse your partner's queen?

View of Charlie Company from the Student Union window.

Sorry, no Playboys or Hustlers sold in the QM, but the snack bar sells good
pizza and shakes.
Did David Barr )ust break another bass drum?

Leisure time. A scarce commodity in a constantly busy schedule.
Most cadets find good use for it. A little
horseplay, the game of kings, a good book, or
a chance to press some sheets in a beauty
nap.
Whether used for fair or foul purposes, it will
always be the favorite time of day.
A favorite starting point for skateboarders.
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The dealer is always right at the APO's Monte Carlo dance.

Idle hands are the devil's workshop.

14 in the corner.
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The Red Dragons battled the MMA Colonels to a Homecoming tie.

Athletics. That one time of day when
rank and longevity mean nothing. A
chance to let natural ability shine
through, and to let off some steam at
the same time.
This is where respect is earned, not
designated.

The all-school soccer team plays nearby colleges.
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Capt. Butler and Mike Reynolds give a demonstration of karate skills.

Turner goes into the air for a
jump ball.
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Mike Reynolds and Bill Hughes burst through
the hoop.
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The MS-lll's take to the water in fatigues and boots to aemonstrate survival techniques.

Why did I trade XO for CO?

Photofinish.

Fire!
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Hello, Mom'

Military training — the aspect that makes Wentworth unique. At least two hours a week of classroom instruction plus
weekly drill and field exercises are among the methods Army
personnel use in teaching cadets.
When the weather improved, classes on rappelling, orienteering and first aid were taught in class as well as during
drill.
Drill is referred to as Leadership Laboratory, but the true
lab is in the barracks, where cadets are given the responsibility for each other and learn leadership through experience.

Sgt. Mai. Jor
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Guy Spencer and Queen LaJuana Miller

Pre-game show at Kansas City Royals Stadium

I he Administration Building
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What would be the results of a survey asking the question,
"What was the most special event of the year?" There would
be as many answers as cadets.
Was it the battalion sleepthrough after Lt. Col. Reinhardt
won the Ugly Man contest? Or maybe the Wentworth Show?
Parents Weekend? Homecoming? Performing the Snap Drill
before thousands of spectators?
Or was it just one of the dances where there was a special
girl?
What was special to one person was probably just one day
closer to Commencement for another.

Going on line for Parents Weekend parade.

"I'm very casual.'

Get up and boogie.
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Just another day.

Mrs. Boyer explains cellular osmosis.

Charlie Company polices the stadium.

High school cadets can take welding at the local Vo Tech school.
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Being an Old Boy has its advantages.

